
LETTER T HANDWRITING ACTIVITIES FOR KINDERGARTEN

Letter T Worksheets: Alphabet T Sound handwriting worksheets for kids including consonent sounds, short vowel
sounds and long vowel sounds for preschool.

They are also excellent for alphabet process art activities that strengthen those fine motor muscles AND work
on letter recognition. You might like our printables for c letters, l letters , and little line letters to help you see
specifically how lowercase letters can be grouped. Your child will find it fun and you can do it alongside your
child. These verbal cues help kids remember how to make each letter. Uppercase or Lowercase First?
Learning the letter sound first and then the letter name are important for reading and writing development.
Developing fine motor muscles can be FUN! Worksheets for handwriting are a quick and easy way for your
child to practice writing and, when used together with other learning activities conducted at home, will help
your child learn basic preschool concepts. These worksheets are a good starting point for children. Our
favorite recommendation for this is free outdoor play on a variety of climbing structures. Handwriting
Numbers Worksheets Practice tracing numbers with our number handwriting worksheets. Provide your child
with a large printed letter and the playdoh letter can be formed on top. Dot to dot worksheets or maze puzzles
are another great way to improve the fine motor skills. The idea started with Miss 2, who absolutely loves to
sing a rain song at the moment. You can read about more ideas like this in our post, Teaching Handwriting to
Preschoolers. Reusable alphabet mats can also be a fun tool for developing handwriting. Painting is a great
exercise for children to improve their fine motor skills and a skill useful to master before writing. Obviously
you can use them on windows ; , but they can also be great to use on large acrylic sheets, like in this outdoor
easel, and even in bathtubs just be sure not to use them on tile because the grout can stain. One of my favorite
ways to develop fine motor muscles with playdough. Writing on a vertical surface is good for motor
development. It is also a great opportunity to introduce upper case and lower case letters and match them in a
fun puzzle like activity. Then let kids use markers, crayons, or paint to write on it. Set up a sensory writing
tray. These worksheets provide preschoolers a great activity to develop their writing skills while reinforcing
letter recognition. We created a sensory tub using various items that represented the characters and objects in
the story The Tiger Who Came to Tea by Judith Kerr. Here are a list of things you can do with your child
without too many resources: Have your child build letters using playdoh. Handwriting Alphabet Worksheets
The alphabet worksheets below provide an opportunity for your child to trace the letters of the complete
alphabet in upper and lower case. Read more here Sensory Alphabet Hunt: Making learning your alphabet fun
by searching for alphabet letters in a sensory tub with strawberry scented and pink coloured rice. Kids can
build the letters, use dry erase markers on them and more. The Hide and Seek Letter Hunt involves hiding the
letter pairs around the house and your child goes around finding them. Inside you can hang a large chalkboard
are use individual chalkboards. When teaching handwriting, I recommend grouping similarly formed letters
together. Outside let them draw and write on sidewalks or an outdoor chalkboard. Then have the friend try to
guess the letter. Handwriting Lower Case Letters Worksheets Practice tracing letters with our lower case letter
worksheets. Download a phone app that lets your child trace letters and numbers.


